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Student organizations take part in second annual 'Day of Silence'
BY NANCY LAVIN

News Editor

University of Rhode Island
students, faculty and staff
remembered those who have ·
been bullied for their sexual orientation or unable to reveal their '
identity to others with a day of
silence last Friday.
"The purpose is to represent
the silencing, because often our
identities are hidden so you can't
necessarily meet a person and
know their gender identity or
sexual orientation," director of
the LGBT Center Annie Russell
said.
Those participating did not
speak for the entire day, until the
"break the silence" party at night
allowed them to reenter in dialogue With others. More than 150
students participated in breaking
the silence, according to GayStraight Alliance president and
sophomore Brian Sit, who also
observed the day of silence.
"It always is an interesting
experience," h e said. ·"When

Members of several student groups came together to organize the Break the Silence dance party, to
bring attention to the Day of Silence, a d4y of awareness for the effects of LBGT bullying and harassment.
you're not talking, you feel like
you have something to say but
you can't. It's the same way that

someone who's not confident or
comfortable being open feels."
The Day of Silence is a

Graduating senior wins national scholarship,
•
after realizing capabilities ·at URI
praise
BY FARAH CASALINI

other applicants, celebrated tion, he will become a Navy
the good news shortly after officer. As a p art of the Navy,
their visit to Washington.
he will go on to pursue
The cliche story about
In
late
March,
the nuclear engineering, where
"climbing up the ladder" is
National Society of Black he will be working with
anything but cliche for one Engineers h eld' an event to
nuclear propulsion systems
University of Rhode Island
publicly recognize his accom- on submarines.
student~ it's his reality.
plishment, awarding him
As for his choice in studMechanical engineering
w ith the ceremonial "big ies, Odufuye said h e wanted
major Gafar Odufuye strug- . check."
to pursue a field that will
gled his freshman and sopho"I didn't know they were make him "stand out" and
more year at URI. Now, as a
going to make a b ig deal out become more marketable,
graduating senior, he is leave of it," Odufuye said.
therefore influencing his
ing with a $56,000 scholarship
The money he won will ·minors in Chinese and
from the U.S. Navy's Nuclear
go towards whatever he nuclear engineering.
Propulsion program.
chooses- bills, loans, expens"I tried to take the path
"I realized I can achieve
es- so he can focus on his ' least taken," he said. "After
the standard," Odufuye said.
studies without any distrac- working on a [submarine], I
Last semester, the North tion, he said.
can handle anything."
Providence native underwent
Odufuye said th is award
Odufuye has been inductan extensive technical inter~
not only serves as a relief, but ed into Pi Tau Sigma, a
viewing process, where he also as reassurance that his mechanical
engineering
was asked technical questions schooling was worth his ded:.. honor society, as well as the
on-the-spot and could only ication and commitment at Onyx Senior Honor Society
use a pen and paper to URI.
for African-American senior
answer. After successfully
" It lets me know that all students with a 3.0 GPA or
completing the preliminary the work I did wasn't for higher. He is also waiting to
phone interview, he went to
nothing," he said.
b e inducted into Tau Beta Pi,
Washington, D.C. to interAfter
graduation, the engineering honor society.
view with three representaOdufuye said he will be Lastly, he won the Arthur L.
tives
of
the
program.
attending Officer Candidate
Odufuye, and a handful of_
Continued on page 3
School, where, upon comple-

national movement started by
students at the University of
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Doyle facing investigati.on
over state fund misusage
BY SHAWN SAIYA

Managing Editor

News Editor

Ul:br @oob 5 -<!Cent QCigar

protesting discrimination.against
the LGBTQ co:nununity in a ,ere~
ative outlet. It has since spread to
high schools, colleges and universities across the nation, and is
marked on the same day every
year. This is t]RI' s second year
observing the day of silence,
according to Sit.
"We tried to mcidel our()elves on some of the good practices employed by other schools ·
on this day," he said, explaining
that the Break the Silence dance
P<l!ty was based on a queer prom
put on at the end of the Day of
Silence by Brown University.
Thi:s was the first year that
URI held something beyond a
small discussion to celebrate the
end of the Day of Silence.
"Really, the purpose is to
provide a celebration because
that silence can feel oppressive,"
Russell said. "There have been
some people who have said we
should have a day of discussion

As more d etails emerge in
the investigation into executive director of the Institute
for International Sport Daniel
E. Doyle Jr., it has become
clear that he owes more
money than just what the
University of Rhode Island is
seeking from him in repayment.
Since state auditor Dennis
E. Hoyle flagged Doyle's
delinquency back in February
following a seven-monthlong investigation, the Rhode
Island state police have
begun a criminal investigation into Doyle and his
alleged misuse of funds for
his
non-profit
institute.
Hoyle's report released on
Feb. 15, found on the website
of the Office of the Auditor
General, states that as on
January 2012, the institute
owed URI $380,846. Multiple
report s · in The Providence
Journal last week have the
amount owed at approxim ately $241,000.

Nickel Brief:
Find out who won the Greek
Week chariot race in tomorrow's issue.

The original cause for
investigation was to audit the
institute for its use of a
$575,000 grant awarded by
the state legislature in 2007.
The auditor's report states
that the grant was intended to
be used to construct a building on land leased from URI
for the institute. Construction
of the building is "still incomplete and the report says that
only about $200,000 went to
construction. It is not clear
how the rest of the money
was used.
Doyle also owes money in
his institute's name elsewhere. On April 4, a federalcourt in North Carolina
ordered him to repay a loan .,
for $367,187. The loan was
taken out in 2004 and was
supposed to be repaid by
October 2007, but was
defaulted on.
Furtlier investigation by
URI yielded the uncovering
of an improper tuition waiver
given to an employee of the
institute. The tuition waiver,
Continued on page 3

Miss the baseball sweep
this weekend?

See page 8.
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'Game of Thrones' provides thriller for third straight week
BY ALEX MCDEVITT
Contributing Entertainment Writer

harsher times, as Bran starts and she shall be treated so."
sure has a lot on his hands
Right before tragedy
to, once again, have horrible
Plagued by the secret of now compared to the entirety insures, the most heartfelt
nightmares of things to come. his true motivations, Renly is of last season. The best scene moment of episode three
Has it been three weeks in Carnage, betrayal and blood
later confronted by. his newly of the episode lasts little more occurs when the commander
_ a row without a dull moment?
are all in the air, and all he has married wife, Margaely, and then three minutes, but its in charge shares a bit of backWell done, HBO, well done. to go on about is how he sud- his secret of having an affair
message comes so clear as the story as to why he deems
Going now into the third denly turns into the direwolf, with her younger brother is ultimate destruction of one of himself "lifeless" and in how
episode
of
"Game
Of the animal of the north. revealed to all (after being
the strongest bonds ever in he dresses like black all the
Thrones," season two, things Confronted by Luwin, who hinted at all of last season for
the series. It involves Theon time throughout the show.
pick right up where Jon acts more and more like the the most part}. Moving past writing a letter to Robb, Quite the moment to have,
Snow's foole ry left us all guardian of Winterfeld as the that point, Margaely (who has
pleading him to wait to attack , because literally right after
gasping our breath.
season goes on, assures that been brought into the series in the Capitol until he arrives this, King'$ L<mding sends an
By far the most intense everything is fine.
the sort of the way I imagined back at his camp. Seeing a lit ambush and captures aU of
episode in our new set of
We as the audience know so in the book, perhaps earlier candle, he burns the letter the prisoners, including the
escapades, nothing is being that when a proclamation is then expected) knows that
after pondering arid is then horrified Arya ~mp Gendry.
held back from what made stated, you know very well with her marriage soon to
shown baptized by his uncle .Asking again to · where the
Martin's books so contently something wrong is going to Renly, the Tyrell family can to join the ranks of the
bastard son truly lies, Arya
hailed. As I have stated happen. Sure, not quite yet,
rise up once more and restore Greyjoy army. Not to let proclaims ,that "You need no
before, we lead into with but we still have seven more their former glory. Like the
down his father, and in the longer look," and points to
Snow's curiosity getting the episodes left to prove him Starks, the scenes when the
terms of getting into good perhaps one of the most
best of him as he gets the wrong. And if it's going to two are on screen are so fami- hands with a professional
de;verest plot devices used for
entire Night's Watch kicked happen to the Starks, they
ly oriented that y~u feel taken army, we see now that follow- this show to date. The reason
out of Craster's home. certainly don't have a very back realizing these are peoing episode two the pieces of why I'm not putting if here is
Making more enemies that good track record with .luck.
ple you would tend to hate.
the world are moving to their because its quite complicated
could be counted on, the
Again, when we're taken destined locations, and noth- to explain, but once you've
What made episode three
Watch has no choice but to so, fun to watch is the interac- back the Iron Islands, and
ing can stop them from com- seen "What Is Dead May
move on. Beneficial in seeing tions the characters (familiar Theon is now shown as per- ing apart.
Never Die," the exact proclathe small baby boy being or new) have with one anoth- haps the most divided characComing to a close, we go mation that all feuds and
dragged into the forest to be er from scene to scene, sort of ter in all of the series now. back north to see that Arya is,
plotlines are going to be
killed, more questions are giving the edge season two Shown writing
letter to once again, still wondering if solved are all but a joke in this
raised as to why this event is has over season one on a Robb, who he does consider
the men from King's Landing so-far fantastic season from
occurring, let alone nothing much grander scale of atmos- like a brother, and then with will be coming back to see her
HBO.
being done about it. Before phere and acting. When the altercation of attacking captured as well as the blackleaving, Sam leaves a little Caitlyn visits Renly, who has the western towns with only smith boy Gendry, whom by
reminder to his "crush" Gilly all but gathered his forces to one ship compared to his sisnow has formed quite a fun
that they'd be back soon, flex to the Seven Kingdoms, ter's 30-ship army, in the heat
friendship to see on screen
dead or p.live.
to form a possible alliance, he of all things relating to con- while the two are in front of
Traveling south, the north proclaims, "She is a friend quering the crown, Theon the camera and on screen.
has now succumbed to even

a

The Cigar is hiring!
Do you have what it takes to work at
The Good Five Cent Cigar?
Now accepting applications for the following positions:
••••••••••••••••••••••••

2 Managing Editors
4 News Editors
6 News Reporters
I Entertainment Editor
I Sports Editor
3 Sports Reporters
4 Photographers
••••••••••••••••••••••••

Pick up an application today!
Memorial Union Room I25

ARE YOU 1 8·25 YEARS OLD?
HAVE YOU RECENTLY USED
MARIJUANA OR ALCOHOL?

You may be eligible to participate in a
research study at Butler Hospital.
Participation is completely confidential and
you will receive compensation for all
interviews.

CALL PROJECT HEAT:

45&6650
OR E·MAIL:
PROJECTHEAT@BUTLER.ORG
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C ONTINUED
Silence

Student

Doyle

From page 1

From page 1

From page 1

to provide an opportunity for
folks to be themselves and be
proud of that and celebrate who
they are as queers and as allies."
The Day of . Silence was
organized by the Gay-Straight
Alliance, and the party was cosponsored by the LGBT Center.
"The GSA worked hard to
bring this national movement to
URI's campus, to give voice to
those who are silenced and shed
light on that silence,'' Russell,
who is also the faculty advisor
for the Gay~Straight Alliance,
said. "It really is about telling
people to have a voice."

Hardge Award for AllAround
Outstanding
Community Service at · the
URI Black Scholar Awards
earlier this month.
However, despite these
accomplishments, Odufuye
said he is most proud of the
positive influence he has had
on his younge.r brother, a
freshman at URI.
"I left a positive impression [at URI]," Odufuye said.
"I hope it is motivating for
him to do the same."
·

which is only reserved for
full-time URI employees, was
approved by then URI president Robert L. Carothers, URI
spokeswoman
Linda
Acciardo told The Providence
Journal.
Other allegations
of
improper benefits between
Carothers and the institute
have
also
surfaced.
Carothers' trip . to Ireland in
1999 was sponsored by the
institute according to The
Providence Journal, however
Carothers didn't report it on
his financial disclosure filing
with
the
state
Ethics
Commission, which, at the
time, had a no-gift rule for
public officials according to
the report.
Doyle has yet to publically address the allegations
against the institute and himself.

Summer Storage
Why bring home all of your winter gear, clothes, books, bikes, etc?

Make life easier for you and your parents w.i th our stress free
storage! We offer spring pickup and fall delivery to your dorm ..
all for one affordable flat fee that includes 4 boxes! Lock in
early for great savings! Call now for details!

401-789-2550

No fiction Pulitzer.Prize given
for first time in 35 years-,
NEW YORK (AP)- Unable ing Smiley's n~)Vel. "The Pulitzer
to choose a fiction winner, makes sales. It's a prize that can
Pulitzer Prize officials made a change the career trajectory of a
decision guarantee9. to satisfy no writer."
Susan Larson, chairwoman
one.
of the Pulitzer fiction jury,
They passed.
.
For the first time in 35 years, stressed that it wasn't up to the
no fiction award was given. jury to select the winner. Rather,
Readers will have to look to she said, its job was to submit
other awards to decide which three finalists to the board. "The
book was the year's most notable decision·nof to award the prize
literary work. Booksellers will this year rests solely with the
have to hope that other winners Pulitzer board," she wrote in an
announced Monday, including email to the AP.
. Ficti~n judges ·have. 1withthe late Manning Marable's biography of Malcolm X, will attract ·. held the Pulitzer 10 times before,
some of the customers who according to Gissler, most recentmight have sought the fiction ly in 1977. Among eligible books
winner.
that have been bypassed:
Pulitzer judges had nar- Thomas . Pynchon's ''Gravity's
rowed the field to three finalists, Rainbo~,"
James
Dickey's
and · Kurt
including David Foster Wallace's "Deliverance"
"The Pale King," a novel assem- Vonnegut's "Cat's Cradle."
bled from notes he left behind at
Quiara Alegria Hudes' play
th,e time of his suicide in 2008. "Water by the Spoonful," which
Also cited were Karen Russell's centers on an Iraq war veteran's
"Swamplandia" and Denis search for meaning, won the
Johnson's
novella
"Train Pulitzer for drama. Hudes previDreams."
ously wrote the book for the
"It's wonderful that the Broadway show "In the Heights,"
Pulitzer nominating committee which won the Tony Award for
recommended 'The Pale King' to Best Musical in 2008. Her play
the judges," the book's. editor, ''Elliot, A Soldier's Fugue" was a
Michael Pietsch of Little, Brown finalist for the Pulitzer in 2007.
"Water by the Spoonful,"
and Company, wrote in an email.
"Anything that brings readers to produced last fall at Hartford
David's brilliant novels, especial- Stage Company in Connecticut,
ly his great novel 'Infinite Jest,' is was called an "imaginative play
about the search for meaning:' by
a good thing!"
"The main reason (for the fic- the Columbia University's prize
tion decision) is that no one of board on Monday.
"I'm still kind of in a daze
the three entries received a
majority, and thus after lengthy about it but I'm very excited," she
consideration, no prize was said by phone from Middletown,
awarded," said Sig Gissler, Conn., where she is teaching a
administrator of the Pulitzer playwriting workshop to underat
Wesleyan
Prizes. "There were multiple fac- graduates
tors involved in these decisions, University. ''I'm really delighted
and we don't discuss in detail that something that was a little
why a prize is given or not off the beaten path was considered."
given.''
Marable, a longtime profes~
Many greeted news about
the fiction category as an sor at Columbia, died last year at
age 60 just as ''Malcolm X: A Life
unpleasant surprise.
"No fiction prize!" Jane of Reinvention" was being
Smiley, a Pulitzer winner in 1992 released. Years in the making, the
for "A Thousand Acres," wrote book was widely praised,
on her Facebook page. ''Not even although some of Malcolm X's
to (Geraldine Brooks') 'Caleb's children objected to the troubled
portrait Marable offered of the
Crossing!' I did love that one."
In an email to The activist's marriage to Betty
Associated Press, Smiley added: Shabazz.
"I can't believe there wasn't a
"It is so rewarding to see
worthy one. It's a shame. But Manning's work honored as a
sometimes a selection committee landmark achievement in the
really cannot agree, and giving documentation of 20th century
no award is the outcome. Too American history," Wendy Wolf,
bad."
associate publisher at Viking,
The Pulitzers have helped said in a statement
canonize such classics as John
Another long-term project,
Updike's "Rabbit at Rest" and John Lewis Gaddis' "George F.
Marilynne Robinson's ''Gilead." Kennan: An American Life," won
The awards also have the rare the Pulitzer for biography.
power to transform an obscure Gaddis is a Yale University proliterary novel, like the 2010 win- fessor and leading Cold War ner, Paul Harding's "Tinkers," scholar who began work on the
Kennan book in the early 1980s. ·
into an instant best seller.
"It's the most significant The project was delayed by
award in American letters and Kennan's longevity. Kennan, a
it's a shame th~ jury couldn't find founding Cold War strategist
a work of fiction this year," said and a Pulitzer winner, was in his ·
·Paul Bogaards, director of pub- 70s at the time he authorized the
licity at Alfred A. Knopf, which book. He asked only t4at Gaddis
published "Swamplandia" and wait until after his death.
numerous past winners, includKennan lived to be 101.

_
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EDITORIAL .& OPINION
Try your hardest
Many students use -_ high school to determine who they
are. Some find themselves, but some remainup in the air, ·still
trying- to determine who they are or who they want to
become. This is where college comes in and helps make that
decision. When you cross the stage and graduate from high
school, more often than not you move on to a higher education institute. There you can really tell who your friends are.
In college, you meet people who are like you in different
ways. Everyone has a story as to why they are where they are
and you are no different. While on campps, you can get
involved with various students groups, and within them,
become an _active member on campus or just go to hang out
and socialize with others with the same ideas. Within those
groups, you can rally for the same cause and bring attention
to the things that matter. Last week students from various
groups around campus came together to bring attention to
the silence that students feel when bullied or when they
aren't able to reveal their gender identities or sexual orientations. Acts such as this sheds lig):tt on issues that are real
problems to students globally.
Finding others who you can associate with and relate to
can be the difference in whether or not you're involved on
campus. They can become the confidant you need to succeed.
Others use different methods to find ways to assimilate.
With the opportunities available to students, it makes sense .
to take advantage. Some lise the opportunities to help others
and others take those opportunities to better themselves.
Scholarships are one of the best ways to help you do better.
Many find that scholarships have more cons than.pros in that
it can take time to apply for one. A<:tually applying for them
<:an prove to be a beneficial experience. The guidelines that
come with scholarships are what can help motivate you to do
better. If you end your freshmen and I or sophomore with a
lower GPA than you would have liked, seeing a scholarship
with a minimum GPA requirement can be that push you need
to motivate you to do welL
Friends and other opportunities are all methods to help
you succeed and do better. Use them to compliment what
you want to do, not what others want you to do. Only you
can control yourself, and how you go about doing it, is your
call. Don't take any opportunities for granted, as they are
most likely there to help and motivate you.
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Health and Fitness

.BY SARAH MOSLEY

Cigar Columnist

Barefoot running is a
.trend gaining speed all across
the U.S. If you've ever seen
somebody running without
shoes, you might think it's
uncomfortable, unsanitary, or
both. There is no right or
wrong to whether you run
with shoes or without, but the
key to finding your own preference lies under the true reason why we wear running
shoes. In 1974, Nike introduced the first padded running shoe in the world. These
shoes caused people -to exert
more force in their heel while
running instead of the middle
of their foot, weakening the
tendons and ligaments in their
feet. Runners who land on
their heels put three times
their body weight onto their
legs. This can cause Achilles
tendon tears, , knee inju;rie,s
and hip injuries.

In , fact, Achilles tendon and learnh\g to run barefoot is
injuries have increased by 10 no exception. It's best to ·shirt
percent since the ,1970s, inter~ running very short d ,istances
estingly whe'n the first . barefoot before yo}~ ditch your
padded running shoe -.was · favorite sneakers. You could
made. Oppositely, barefoot also meet in the . middle ·runners don't exert any more there's a type of shoe that has
body weight onto their legs. a thin layer -of padding and
This is because barefoot run- room·for aU of your toes. They
ner's feet ate relaxed before allow you all the· benefits of
hitting the ground, causing running barefoot, b ,ut give
them to fall onto the ball of you some protection against
their foot. This distributes the the elements.
It seems running with or
shock evenly and can result in
fewer running injuries.
without shoes can both pose
It's not fair to blame all problems. Switching to bareinjuries on running sneakers; foot running will take time
running barefoot has its cons. and most likely cause some
Nobody wants to run on a problems before your feet get
paved road that can provide used it, so if you're feeling
obstacles such as nails,- glass adventurous, you'll also need
shards or ice and snow in the patience. If running shoes
winter. And just as it happens pose no problems to you,
when you start wearing new there's no evidence significant
shoes, wearing no shoes will enough to switch to barefoot.
most likely cause painful blis- Barefoot or not, running is a
ters on the bottom of your great form of exercise, so go
fe~~-. _~v~~ytJa,qg J§l.ke.s.~.#:W~ , P11t an9: enjQy,:it!, ·

choice for a midday snack; they'll
actually slow you down. Instead,
eat snacks that contain whole
With schedules full of class~ grains and pair it with protein:
es, meetings and sports practice, whole grain crackers with
it's hard to find time to get to the cheese, whole grain cereal in
dining hall. Even if you do eat all yogmt, apple and banana slices
the meals you need, hunger with peanut butter. Those are all
almost always kicks in_between relatively ch~ap ingredients you
· meals. It'~ important to nourish can grab from the store to ma](.e a
your body with snacks between, healthy snack.
meals if you b~gin to feel hungry.
-Avoid -l~igh sodium snacks.
Snacks keep your metabolism
It's hard to avoid consuming
going an:d prevent overeating at a lot of sodium, especially if you
the next meal. They also keep eat a lot of packaged foods. ·Even
your energy going and prevent the snacks listed above can end
weight gain. So what is there to up containing a lot of sodium.
· lose? Read this list of healthy Studies show that the average
snacks and grab a few to stash American consumes 4,000 · mil~
under your bed or in your back- ligram of sodium per day; the
pack for the next time your stom- recommendation is 2,300 milach starts growling.
ligram or less. It's used as a pre~
-Eat complex carbs.
servative in packag~d foods, so
Eating a bag of chips or the taste may trick you. Snacks
downing a can of soda might like dried :fruit; fresh :fruit, and
give you a quick burst of energy, fresh vegetables are an easy way
but it's not· going to hold you to avoid sodium. Nuts are a good
over until the next meal. Eating a source of protein as a snack, but
snack dense in calories with no they can hide tons of sodiuin in
nutrients is the definite wrong
BY SARAH MOSLEY

Cigar Columnist

one serving. Just check the label!
Cut down packaged snacks.
As said above, packaged foods
hide a lot of salt without adding
to taste. Some packaged snacks
are great on the run, such as
applesauce, but others can hide
· high amounts of salt, fat and
sugar. Try this trick: check the
ingredient list. If you want a gra~
nola bar, look at the number of
ingredients it contains. The less,
the better! Remember: ingredients are · listed ·frqm highest ·
amm,m t to lowest, so if the first
· ingredient is sugar and not
whole grains, pick up another
one.
Don't forget to listen to your
body, and don't forget servrng
sizes. Just because you're eating a
healthy snack doesn't mean you"
can eat unlimited amounts. It
takes y0ur body about 20 minutes to feel full, so take your time
eating and make sure you stop
when you're full. Variety and halance still count, too. Happy
snacking!
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Recent 'Awake' episode slightly.stumbles
in plotting, keeps viewers intrigued
tion effort that instead took ing though, is the conspiracy
out his family. What is the being leveled against Michael
by his own captain. and the
department trying to hide?
Conspiracy, dishonesty
Unable to gain access. to aforementioned mystery man.
and intra~family injustice the locked up building, After · discovering that Mike
abound in "Awake's" newest Michael orients his efforts was making recurring visits
instaHment, "Ricky's Tacos." towards solving the crimes to Westfield Distribution, .the
This ·week's two cases, per actually on the table. In the shady figure "sent .his dogs"
usual, overlap and .o.ffer , green world, he investigates ('}'Vho we can assume are some
Michael the occasion to ana- an alleg~d rape and homicide ·kind of henchm~n and · not
lyze
the
synchronicity of a pregnant college student, actual canines) to handle the
between the red and green ultimately deconstructing the situation. Thankfully, they
realities to his own advan- initial misconceptions , and fail to reach Michael before
tage. But the episode begins, identifying the real culprit- word of his resignation , and
not with a discussion of the victim's father. In doing migration to Oregon surfaces.
crime, but rather Michael and this, he embraced his counter- Perhaps Hannah's weird
Hannah planning their move intuitive side and literally obsession with Portland
to Oregon. Later that morn- took nothing for granted. essentially saved her husing, as Michael stops by the Needless to say, his capacity bands' lite.
titular taco joint for some to solve a mystery that was
Eitner way, the sinister
quick cutsme, something ostensibly already solved plot direction taking form via
truly ominous goes down.
works to set up a kind of this conspiracy plot is kind of
The drive-through staff, parable
referencing
the awkward. It has only surfaced
through the speaker, warns importance of digging deeper twice, once in the show's
Michael that he cannot leave than required. Will he prac- infancy and now again this
until he reexamines the tice
this
v 1s-a-vis
the week. What it means though,
"Westfield" case. What is the "Westfield" quagmire?
given its shoddy develop"Westfield" case? It's not realIn the red world, a body ment, is incredibly uncertain.
ly clear, but when Mike keeps found within a block of con- But despite this trajectory's
returning to the site for home- crete at an area construction thin nature, the program's
made investigations, he ends site stirs up some questions. consistent faculty to juxtaup invoking the disdain of the Michael is able to pinpoint pose real events with its
mystery "hook-nosed" man the suspect-the victim's hero's psychological condifrom early on in the season. brother who, in need of a tion is impressive and creThe "Westfield" case is really green card, filed the missing ative. Here's to hoping he
quite old. It was the crime he person report and assumes (and his show) stays alive
and Bird worked on at the his sibling's identity. Michael long enough for us all to figtime of the fatal car accident, and Vega figure this out and ure it out.
so it's safe to assume his ensure justice, which is nothinvoivement in the situation ing new for these two.
caused the initial assassinaWhat's far more interestBY CONORSIMAO

Entert.ainment Writer
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Women play starring role this year at Tribeca Film Festival
NEW YORK (AP) - If starring Jason Segel and Emily
there's a keynote performance at Blunt. Tribeca is punctuated by
the l1 th annual Tribeca Film such popcorn-friendly tent-pole
Festival, it may well be Abbie events, including the closing
Cornish's riveting portrayal of a night superhero bonanza, "The
Texas bgle mother who, des- Avengers," and numerous outperate for money to regain .cus- door screenings.
tody of her son, haphazardly
The slate, numbering 90
smuggles Mexican immigrants movies this year, is typically
among the most varied (and
across the border.
Such leading roles don't fre- hardest to define) of the large
quently come around for international festivals. This
women_ but this year's Tribeca year's selections were proboasts a boatload of them. In grammed by a somewhat new
David Riker's "The Girl," which team that includes veterans of
will make its world premiere in Sundance and Cannes.
"These are stories that start
competition at the festival,
Cornish's fraught, sweaty per- off on familiar turf- on territory
formance of a mother on the and genres that I f~llike I know
brink bears two more pervasive where this is. going - and take
themes at the 2012 Tribeca: finan- turns and go in directions that I
cial straits and overlapping totally didn't anticipate," says
worlds.
Geoff Gilmore, the chief creative
"It totally rebirthed me as an officer of Tribeca Enterprises,
actor," says Cornish, the Aussie who programmed the Sundance
actress of "Bright Star" and Film Festival for years. "And
"Limitless." "It felt like it was the they end up feeling fresh."
first time again. In making the
And they are stories littered
film, I felt like it was the best I with memorable female protagohad ever been as an actor in all nists.
"Lola Versus," a New York
regards - as ~actor, as a collaborator, as a human being."
comedy from the filmmaking
The New York festival, couple Zoe Lister-Jones and
founded by Robert De Niro, Jane Daryl Wein to be released this
Rosenthal and Craig Hatkoff, June, is one of the best showcasopens Wednesday with the es yet for Greta Gerwig, the natflashy premiere of the comedy uralistic actress of "Greenberg"
"The Five-Year Engagement," and the recently released

"Damsels in Distress." ListerJones and V Tein drew from their
own experiences (particularly
Lister-Jones) to make a film, she
says, about "what it's really like
to be a single woman in New
Yor~ approaching 30."
"More than anything, I think
we really felt there needed to be
a movie with a female in the
leading role because there's so
few of them out there that feel
authentic and real," says Wein.
''You rarely get to see women
being unapologetic."
"It's a moment happening
now for women in film and
we're happy to be a part of it," he
adds,
noting last year's
"Bridesmaids"
and
Lena
Dunham's recently debuted
HBO series "Girls." "They're
obviously our brethren" - to
which Lister-Jones corrected:
"Sistren."
Michael
Winterbottom's
"Trishna," is an adaptation of
Thomas Hardy's "Tess of the ·
d'Urbervilles," relocated to contemporary Rajasthan, India.
Freida
Pinto
("Slumdog
Millionaire") stars as the title
character, a peasant who falls in
love with a British businessman
(Riz Ahmed).
In wintery noir "Deadfall,"
the fallout of a brother-sister pair
on the run (Eric Bana, Olivia

Farrelly's 'Three Stooges' remake maintains
good comedic acting, given modern-day twist
BY MATT GOUDREAU

Entertainment Writer

To a certain extent, nostalgia always plays a factor in
reviews, particularly remakes
or adaptations of television
shows. In my case, the original "Three Stooges" troupe is
something I hold very dose to
my heart. I have fond memories of watching the slapstick
antics of the trio with my family (well~ the male side considering my mom detested it).
Although none of them
are longer with us, they certainly have left behind a legacy including almost 200 shorts
and several motion pictures.
When
a
movie
was
announced, I was eagerly
expecting a loving homage.
After a few years of development hell and conflicting casting, I lost all hope.
I am not a huge fan of the
Farrelly brothers, particularly
due to their brand of grossout comedies. However, hearing their affection for the
Stooges cooled my nerves. I
am happy to say that I'm glad
the project was finally made
with lesser-known actors,
who were equally as talented.
Even before the film started, I was blown away by the
three leading actors in the
trailer. It seemed to me that
they captured the essence of

what made the Stooges work, more than a voice to get the
from the mannerisms and Stooges right.
I really admire how the
appearance to even the violent chemistry. I was hooked film is structured: although
until the Jersey Shore cast it's in three acts, they follow
walked into frame, which the traditional stooge short
made me want to poke my structure. Each part centers on
own eyes 8ut. I failed to a different segment of the
understand why it had to be a plot which is their attempt to
modern interpretation, but I save their childhood orphanplaced my fears aside and saw age. Incorporated subplots
the movie, realizing why it include Moe starring in
was set in the new millenni- "Jersey Shore" and a murder
plot of a wealthy husband.
um.
The movie begins with the · While they seem traditional
baby stooges being dropped stooge escapades, the "Jersey
off to an orphanage, complete Shore" part still bothers me.
with their trademark hair- It's certainly funny, but comstyles. Within five minutes, pletely unnecessary placing _
the Stooges brand of comedy my extreme hatred of the
is in full effect. The three main show aside. It shows the
actors embody the stooges Farrelly brothers were trying
and carry this film single- too hard to be hip and connect
handedly. I have to give spe- with a new audience.
cial praise to Sean Hayes, of
For a longtime stooge fan,
Will and Grace fame, as Larry. this film delivers the tradeEasily the hardest stooge to mark humor but certainly
portray, Larry always seemed doesn't break any new
to be the glue that held the ground. It plays it safe which
group together. His voice is works because I'm certain that
also hardest to imitate, and the directors didn't want to do
Hayes is a near clone of Larry anything sacrilegious to the
Fine. I give a large amount of Stooge legacy. While this cercredit though to the other two tainly does not have the same
actors, Will Sasso and Chris ingenuity or creativity, it's a
- Diamantopoulos, but Curly loving and affectionate homand Moe seem to be more age that actually had me
common for impressionists. laughing almost as much as
It's not an insult by any the old sketches from my
stretch, especially since they youth.
handle it so well and it takes

Wilde) turns on a trio of women: Bosworth) and husband (Iddo
Kate Mara, as a police officer and Goldberg) traveling in Naples,
daughter to the police chief; Sissy where Bosworth's character is
Spacek as the mother of an ex- lured by a young American
con boxer; and Wilde, as a per- abroad (Jamie Blackley). Julie
haps overly depen:dent sister. Delpy's "2 Days in New York,"
(Another, more low-budget film her follow up to "2 Days in
set in cold environs is the inter- Paris," more comically places a
esting "First Winter," about a relationship (Chris Rock plays
group of Brooklyn hipsters Delpy's husband) iri the context
whose yoga classes ·and com- of a particular place.
mune-like rural retreat come
In "Tak~ This Waltz," actress
tindone by an apocalyptic black- Sarah Polley takes her second
out.)
stab at directing after the -wellNancy Schaefer, executive received "Away From Her.'~.
director of the festival, sees reces- While "Away Fron;t. Her" was
sion-era films that "maximize . adapted from an Alice Munro
creativity": 'There's a lot going story, Polley wrote the script for
on in these films that speaks to "Take This Waltz" · herself people having to be resourceful." though it still bears a Munro-like
In telling a history of the ~terest in the passage of time.
vibrator, "Hysteria" has quite -Michelle Williams, stars as a
another perspective on resource- tempted young 'Yife .t o Seth
fulness . Directed by . Tanya Rogen.
"Your Sister's Sister" is
Wexler, the film, · depicts the
invention by a 19th century another kind of follow-up for
British doctor (Hugh Dancy) in director Lynn Shelton, whose
tandem with the rebellions of an 2009 "Humpday" was a notable
early
feminist
(Maggie entry in the unadorned filmmakGyllenhaal, in a part perfectly ing style typically called "mumsuited to her) in Victorian blecore." "Your Sister's Sister"
similarly uses awkward intimaLondon.
There are numerous other cy to tease out a deeper story
films, too, that feature not only a between two sisters (Emily Blunt
leading lady, but a female diiec- and Rosemarie Dewitt, both in
tor. Kat Coiro's "While We Were fine, improvising form) and a
Here," is a black-and-white possibly shared interest (Mark
drama about a wife (Kate Duplass).
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CLASSIFIEDS
Club Notices
Fashion Merchandising Society presents the Spring 2012 Fashion Show on
Thursday, April 26th in Memorial
Union Ballroom - doors open 7 p.m.,
show starts @ 7:30 p.m. Tickets sold
in advance at box office for $5 .00, day
of$7.00 for students & $10.00

Help wanted
Looking for an energetic student for a
short term marketing project. Parttime, flexible hours. Need to start
immediately and end May lOth. Good
pay. (508)494-8905.

l iving
3 or 4 Bedroom house for rent in Sand
Hill Cove . Fully furnished, all amenities, great neighborhood and location.
(401)595-2885 .
Cute 1 bedroom cottage for rent. Fully
furnished in a nice quite neighborhood. One roommate wanted. Your
own bed/bath in Harbor Village at the
Commons, apt next to pool/gym,
available May 25 or Sept. $650/month
plus utilities. croth1991@yahoo.com.
6 bed New Eastward acad. '12-'13. 15
Greene Lane (www.vrbo.com/167707)
43
Glendale
Road.

(www.homeaway .com/vacation rental/p303174)
Email
mjvercillo@ho tmail.com or call
(917)27Ml85.
Bonnet Shores, 4 bed 2 bath, furnished, renovated, washer dryer, availab le now, year round, summer, winter
$1500-1800/month (401)529-3201..
4 Bedroom, 2 bath, 2 full kitchen
2012-2013 school year rental available
in Eastward Look. Fully furnished.
See vrbo.com/291403 for more info +
pies.
Email
bethbrown 112@gmail. com (401 )241 7347.
South Kingstown 4 bedroom cape. i2
mins to campus, plenty of parking.
$ 11 00/month plus utilities. Sept. 12May 13, call (401)263- 1995 .
Narragansett Pier,
Scarborough,
Eastward Look, Bonnet Shores rentals.
Academic '12-'13, Summer '1 2. 1-6
bedrooms, $500-2400 offers accepted
( 401 ) 782 - 3 9 0 0
www.annobrienrealty.com
Eastward Look North, extra-large 4
bedroom/2.5 bath, $2 100/month nicely
furnished, includes recycling + cleaning.
Mature
students wanted .
#3 7994 1
emai I
Hotneaway.com
amy.bartolone@gmail.com.
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MLB honors jackie Robinson with tributes
NEW YORK (AP) - La Troy
Hawkins has heard the stories
from his 87-year-old grandfather, about his days of picking
cotton in Mississippi, about the
times when there were no black
players in big league baseball.
And about what it meant
when Jackie Robinson broke the
game's color barrier.
"Without Jackie, I wouldn't
be in front of you," the Los
Angeles Angels pitcher told several dozen kids at a Bronx ballfield Sunday. "Jackie's role in my
life has been tremendous."
From Dodger Stadium to
Fenway Park, there were ceremonies as Major League
Baseball honored Robinson and
his legacy. Video tributes and
on-field celebrations at every
ballpark included his family, his
former teammates, players from
the Negro Leagues and NBA
great Bill Russell.
Players, managers, coaches
and umpires all wore No. 42 on
Jackie Robinson Day to remember the 65th anniversary of the
day the future Hall of Farner
first took the field with the
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947.
Markers on each base noted the
occasion.
''I'm very happy the players
feel that connected," said his
daughter, Sharon Robinson.
"Back in 1997, players were saying, 'Jackie who?' So we've come
. _..a long way."
Hall of Farner Reggie
Jackson, Hawkins and several
former players joined Sharon
Robinson at a youth clinic in a
park where the old Yankee
Stadium stood. Smiling boys
and girls from the Reviving
Baseball in Inner Cities program
in Harlem eagerly showed off
their gloves and jerseys for twotime All-Star Harold Reynolds.
There was a pregame tribute at the new Yankee Stadium
on Sunday night featuring
Rachel Robinson, Jackie's wife,
and Sharon before the Angels
played New York Yankees stars
Derek Jeter and Robinson Cano
-who is named for the baseball
pioneer
hugged
the
Robinsons as they gathered with

.
$199

three Tuskegee Airmen behind
home plate.
Yankees center fielder
Curtis Granderson wore customized spikes with the Jackie
Robinson Day logo on the back
and No. 42 on the tongue. The
shoes will be auctioned off later,
with proceeds going to the
Jackie Robinson Foundation.
On a shelf in his locker,
Granderson had a small figurine
of Robinson sliding feet~first in
his Brooklyn uniform. He pointed out that Robinson's success
provided opportunities for so
many in baseball, \not only
blacks.
"It opened up doors for ·
everybody. I think that's the one
thing he would be proud of,"
Granderson said. "You just look
at the diversity, all of which
started with Jackie Robinson 65
years ago."
Granderson's teammate,
Mariano Rivera, is the only
active player still wearing No.
42. The number was retired by
MLB 15 years ago on the 50th
anniversary of Robinson's
debut.
"I think it's a great thing for
baseball. I think it's a great thing
for life in general, continuing to
promote his legacy," Granderson
said. "I don't think it's been forgotten, by the number of kids
that are coming up to me saying,
'Hey, my first book report was
onJacki~Bobinson.' These are 6,
7, 8, 9-year-olds that are doing
it."
Hawkins noted the dwindling percentage of black players in the big leaguers. There
were only 8.5 percent on opening day in 2011 - there were
twice as many in 1990 when the
Richard Lapchick's Institute for
Diversity and Ethics in Sports at
the University of Central Florida
started tracking the number.
Hawkins
th,anked
his
granddad for always steering
him toward baseball instead of
basketball and encouraged parents to do the same. He also said
colleges could help by offering
four-year baseball scholarships.
"Play the game," Hawkins
said.
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Asked whether he thought
MLB would ever again achieve a
high population of black players, he said: "Anything's possible."
Jackson recalled his days in
the minor leagues, where he was
not allowed to stay in the same
hotels or eat in the same restaurants as his teammates. He said
he sometimes spent the night on
the couch at the apartments of
Rollie Fingers, Jpe RudiJ Dave
Duncan and oth~rs. . ·
"It was a very embarrassingtime in your life," he said. ·
· Jackson paused tp '"to
remember what it w;as liKe, what
I went through" and reflected on
the likes of Roy Campanella mid
Don Newcombe, black players
who f~llowed Robin~on to the
· .
Dodgers.
"He represented all of us,"
Jackson said. i•1 really feefhe r~
resented black and white.''
Newcombe and former Los
Angeles star Tommy Davis
threw out ceremonial first pitches at Dodger Stadium before the
game against San Diego.
Hall of Fame Dodgers
announcer Vin Scully, who had
missed five games because of a
bad cold, returned to the broadcast booth. Scully, now 84, called
Brooklyn games for more than
seven years when Robinson
played.
"All I want to do is think
about the game and Jackie and
how grateful I am to be back,"
Scully said.
Tweeted current Dodgers
star Matt Kemp: "Thank u Jackie
Robinson!!!"
In Boston, former Robinson
teammate Ralph Branca threw
out the ceremonial ball before
Tampa Bay played Boston. The
86-year-old Branca tossed the
pitch on one bounce from the
front edge of the mound to his
son-in-law, Red Sox manager
Bobby Valentine.
Branca remembered being
at Ebbets Field a day before
Robinson's debut.
"I was in the locker room
when Jackie walked in. I walked
over, shook his hand, 'Welcome
aboard,"' Branca said.
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Rhody ·

SPORTS
Baseball team picks up first sweep Softball team drops two
up his first home run of the sophomore Nick N ardowy
season. He scored four times pick up his elusive .first win games, hits well at GWU

BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports S tr:~ff Reporter

All season the University
of Rhode Island baseball
team, coaches and players
alike, have said how importantit is to pick up a weekend
sweep,
Last weekend the Rams
did that and then some.
Rhody
thumped
St.
Bonaventure University by a
combined score of 37-t4 over
the weekend en route to its
first conference sweep of the
year. The scores were t2-8, t26 and 13~0 .
"To get a sweep is important because it's a two-game
swing," Rhode Island coach
Jim Foster said. "That's what I
was proud of. Bonnie gave us
a good game on Friday and
we found a way to get it done'.
They took care of business on
Saturday [and ] Sunday. We
haven't swept in a while. It's
good to get one."
The Rhode Island attack
was led by senior Dan
Haverstick, .who went 6-8
during the series and picked

and batted in four runs. His
exploits netted him .AtlantictO Conference Player of the
Week honors.
Haverstick headed a
charge of upperclassmen who
helped lead the way offensively for the Rams. Of the
Rams' 43 hits over the course
of the weekend, 25 of them
came from either .juniors or .
seniors.
"It's important," Foster
said. "You want the young
players to keep developing,
and you want the older players to keep doing what they
do. Some of the older guys
have been doing a good job
day in and day out and the
younger guys keep developing. That's what you want."
The Ram offense was set
up by quality pitching that
kept the Bonnie attack at bay
long enough for Rhody · to
click with the bats.
Senior Chris Pickering
picked up the win on Friday
despite giving up seven runs
in ~.2 innings. Saturday saw

after throwing six solid
innings and surrendering
only two runs on four hits.
Junior Sean Furney kept
his undefeated recorii intact
with a dominant seven-inning
performance. Furney struck
out six batters and ·surrendered only two hits.
"I just want them to keep
imp'r oving and make the
other team earn everything
they get," Foster said of' his
pitching staff. "[Pickering]
did a decent job on Friday,
Nardowy keeps improving
and [Furney] keeps throwing
the ball well. Overall a good
job by the pitching staff; they
found a way to get the job
done."
The Rams are now 2t-t0
overall and 9-3 in the
Atlantic-tO and sit atop the
league standings.
The Rhode Island nine
return to Bill Beck Field this
weekend for a three-game
series
against
Xavier
University. The first game
begins at 3 p.m. on Friday.

Chara lifts Bruins past Caps for series lead
WASHINGTON (AP) appeared to get deflected by Washington claimed a 2-t victory.
Suddenly, Bruins-Capitals turTI.ed Capitals defenseman Roman Two games and a whopping total
into Flyers-Penguins, .replete Hamrlik- "Lucky goal," Hunter of four goals.
with scraps and all sorts of said - on its way past Holtby.
There were four goals in t?
serums - notto mention quite a
"It was nice to see him get periods Monday - and a lot
bit of offense thrown in.
that. He got clipped there in the more hitting and fighting and
From the high stick that head; a little frustrated from the penalties. After one prolonged
knocked off Boston captain non-call. He had a penalty early skirmish .involving a handful of
Zdeno Chara's helmet, to the in the game for ~ thought just players, Capitals defenseman
cross-check to Rich Peverley's holding his own," Julien said. "So Karl Alzner made a fist and rotatface at game's end that earned a he's been good at not getting frus- ed it near his eye, as if to say to
match penalty for Washington's trated at those things. Because he Boston's Milan Lucie, "Why are
Nicklas Backstrom, and all sorts stays with it, he ends up getting you being such a crybaby?"
of mayhem in between, Game 3 rewarded with a big goal."
Afterward, Lucie said that
"was kind of like a rugby game,''
Game 4 is Thursday in was a rich gesture coming from
Capitals coach Dale Hunter said. Washington, before the best-of- "a guy who I think has two
''The only thing that's disap- seven series moves bac~ to roughing penalties in three
pointing for me personally is that Boston for Game 5 on Saturday.
years."
'We're a team that stands up
this is the third time in three
"Hopefully, it can give us
games our player has been cross- some real momentum moving for ourselves and stands up for
checked in the face . ... You hope · forward - and we can win a our teammates," Lucie said.
that those things don't get out of couple games by two goals," said ·"We're a team with a lot of pride,
hanq.," Bruins coach Claude Tim Thomas, last season's playoff so that might be a big reason why
Julien said. "Somebody else, not MVP, who made 29 saves and we get ourselves going."
us, has to deal with that.''
ignored the taunting from fans
It actually might have been
Thanks to Chara, the Bruins who held up photos of President Ovechkin who set the tone right
came out on top.
Barack Obama, reminding him away, flattening defenseman
Chara scored the tiebreaking that he turned down a trip to .the Dennis Seidenberg with a big,
goal during 4-on-4 play with less White House in January with.'his roar-inducing hit less than 30 secthan 2 minutes left, and the reign- teammates.
onds in. About 10 minutes later,
ing Stanley Cup champion
Peverley, Brian Rolston and Ovechkin rattled Rolston, one of
Bruins finally solved playoff Daniel Paille scored for the the five hits the Russian accumulated in the first period.
rookie goalie Braden Holtby, Bruins.
"There was more stuff Alex Ovechkin and Brooks
beating the Capitals 4-3 Monday
night to take a 2-tlead in the first- Utich got Washington's other extracurricular stuff - after the
round Eastern Conference series. goals. Laich scored on a break- whistles," Laich said. "We kind of
"It's getting more emotional," away with 6 minutes left to make don't want to get caught up in
Chara said. "Players are more it 3-3, but Chara came through that"
involved. It's starting to be more with t :53 remaining for secondThe opening period ended
with a bit of a serum several feet
and more physical."
seeded Boston.
The 6-foot-9 owner of a tOOHoltby, who blocked 72 of 74 to Thomas' left. Nothing rising to
plus mph slap shot was involved shots through the first two the level of the rowdy series
in pretty much every key play: games, was good but not great between Philadelphia and
He was in the penalty box when Monday, making 25 saves.
Pittsburgh, but there was enough
Game t went to overtime improper contact that two playAlexander Semin scored the
game's first goal for Washington; before Boston won t -0, and ers began the second period off
he had two assists; and his final Game 2 wasn't decided until the the ice: Backstrom for crossshot from the right circle second extra period, when checking, and Lucie for roughing.

team made two errors later on
in the game that resulted in
three more unearned runs.
Over the weekend, the
On Saturday the Rams
University of. Rha.de Island lost another tough game as
softball team traveled to George Washington took the
Washington, D.C. where it win with a final score of 3-2.
dropped two games to George
After the team gave up ·
Washington University. The two runs irl fhefirst inning, it
losses drop the team to 16-21 · took five imiings until the
on the season.
Rams got their first hit. Then
Despite · lo~ing
both finally in the sixth it was
games, the Rhody women Julich supplying ,the power
out-hit their opp~ments 12-tO. ·again for the Rams. She struck
over the weekend. That is a double to drive in a run and
something that head coach cut the deficit in half. Junior
Erin Layton acknowledged in Erika Szymanski followed
their effort.
t!:t~t up with a run-scoring
"The team was really get- single that tied the game at
ting good contact all week- · two.
end," Layton said. "George
Again the Rams made a
Washington made some out- couple of costly errors which
standing plays in the field ended.up coming back to' hurt
and didn't make a lot of the team as they lost in walkerrors."
off fashion in the bottom of
Friday, the team lost by the seventh.
the final score of 5-l. Senior
The Rams continue their
Brittany Julich and freshman busy season this week as they
Megan Congro led the team play three games in two days.
offensively, as they combined On Tuesday, the team travels
for five hits and one RBI in six to
the
University
of
at bats. Congro was one of the Connecticut for one game and
bright spots for the team in its on Wednesday, the Rams will
two games, raising her bat- host a double-header against
ting average by 88 points and in-state rival Providence
compiling an on-base streak College. The .first game is
th~t stretche9 ~ix c9n11ec::~jive scheduled to start at 2:30 p.m.
trips to the plate.
·
Making sure their pitch"[Congro] had a great ers are well rested will be a
weekend whenever someone key in assuring the team
can raise their average up that remains consistent throughmuch is great to see." Layton out the season.
said.
"Playing this many games
Sophomore Sam Bedore in April is different," Layton
started on the mound for the said. "We(re trying to make
Rams. She pitched a total of sure all of our pitchers are
four innings and gave up four well-rested and not tired
hits and two earned runs. The when we need them most."
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER

Bports Staff Reporter

